A Youngster Promoting Human Rights through Poetry
Every character in a society has his role and he performs it accordingly. Writer and intellectuals are also
key assets of society as they contribute in the development of community with highlighting issues and
encouraging all segments of society to play their role positively and achieve desired results and access
and entertain human
rights.
Mr.
Babar
Jageerani is also one of
the famous and well
known writer and
intellectual of district
Jacobabad. He is a
young individual of 27
years, resident of
Jacobabad for last 02
years; he actually
belongs to district
Qambar Shahdadkot.
He is also a poet and
drama writer and is
affiliated with KTN and
Sindh TV Network. He has written solo plays, drama serials for Sindhi media. He is also a member of
Sindhi Adbi Sangat.
Keeping in view the importance of role of writer and intellectuals, Civil Society Support Program (CSSP)
along with Voice of New Generation (VNG) has invited
Mr. Babar Jageerani in different activities of Freedom
of Information, Legal Rights and Minority Rights carried
out under DAI EDACE Project “Empowering Youth for
Improving Social Harmony and Protection of Civic
Rights” in district Jacobabad of Sindh, Pakistan. Mr.
Babar Jageerani has actively participated in the events
and his thoughts were cleared regarding Freedom of
Information, legal rights and minority rights. On the
basis of his conceptual understanding he realized the
need to raise awareness among masses through his
intellectual creation-poetry. Babar Jageerani has
compiled his poetry on Freedom of Information with
title Asan Sabhne Khe Haq Ahe “We all have right” and
for Minority Rights with title Rawardari “Harmony”. Mr.
Jageerani has shared his poetry in community
gatherings, cultural events and also on social media and it is appreciated by all the stakeholders.

Mr. Jageerani appreciated the interventions of DAI under EDACE Project being implemented by CSSP
and VNG in district
Jacobabad. According to
him,
with
the
participation in these
events, his concepts
were clear and he
learned
new
things
regarding rights. And he
now considers it as his
professional
responsibility to compile
ideas in the shape of
poetry and share with
people to access and
entertain rights. “With
my poetry, community
will not only be aware
but it will also encourage them to take measure to access and enjoy their rights”, Mr. Jageerani said.
According to him community, particularly youth are inspired from poetry and they are raising awareness
in their respective communities regarding respective rights.

